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celebrating 40 years of design • www.aprilcornell.com
Share your favorite April Cornell memories
Hard to believe. We are so excited to be celebrating our 40th anniversary. It’s all because of you—our beloved customers who are in love with beauty in the same funky, artistic, and romantic way we are. To commemorate this special occasion, we would like to ask you to share your photos wearing or styling some of our dresses, tablecloths, hats, scarves, baby clothes—whatever! Show us how you showed it off. We will post pictures on Facebook and on our website, where we will be holding regular drawings for prizes and gift certificates. So help us celebrate 40 years of designing for beautiful women. That’s Y-O-U!
Have a wonderful spring.

Like us on Facebook.com/AprilCornell. Just in case you don’t know—you receive special offers and news only by subscribing to our eNewsletters on our website—www.aprilcornell.com—and on Facebook.

keeping traditions alive
We have been manufacturing in India for almost 40 years. In fact, we fell in love with the craft, the textiles, the expertise, and the people of India—that 24 years ago, we opened an office in New Delhi. Then, in 1992, we started our own factory.
Just three years ago, we moved to a new space, painted it magenta, planted bougainvillea and flowering trees, and made our “girls mean business” statement in the heart of industrial India.
Owned by a woman and run by a woman, we feel unique in the world of global manufacturing. Here we proudly employ more than 350 skilled tailors, pattern makers, cutting masters, embroidery designers, production experts, and fabric experts in a factory that matches the standards and the style of our Vermont-based headquarters.
All our fabrics are designed by us. The prints, the patterns, and even the weaves are sourced in India, truly the wealthiest nation of textiles. Here the respect for art, design and craft, apprenticeship and skill still exists.
We strive to include these wonderful skills in our clothes and in our linens, to keep alive these arts that, once common, are now quickly disappearing.

making a difference
We believe in making a difference in the world, where we live, and where we work. As a company with deep roots in Canada, USA, and India, we are truly global and believe that giving back is part of our corporate responsibility.

For years, the April Cornell Company has supported projects for mothers and children, for first generation learners, for the blind and the handicapped, for the imprisoned and the homeless. It has been our blessing and our privilege to give a hand up, not a hand out to others in need.
We believe that education is power. Knowledge leads to awareness, opportunity, and good decision making. We also know that in this world there are areas where it is not about school, but about surviving. We include Doctors Without Borders in our annual giving. We believe in Nature and support her through Audubon. We believe in trust communication and support it through Vermont Public Radio, and we believe in helping our neighbors through United Way.

In India, where our factory gives us so much beautiful product, so much craft and skill, we give back with every item we make to those in need. We also support a variety of fundraising events and such charitable organizations as Concern India. For more about our giving back, visit us at www.givingworldfoundation.org
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magnolia dress This is such a lovely feminine dress! Made in our 100%, skin soft Indian cotton, the Magnolia is a “go-to” piece for today’s woman. A lovely, nature inspired wildflower print is enhanced by delicate crochet lace lining the collar while the bodice is decorated with eight of our signature accordion pleats. Side-slit pockets. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRAA5086Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

indicates women’s plus sizes, including XXL
indicates mommy & me collection
ladies apparel, with the exception of accessories, comes in XS, S, M, L and XL
see page 36 for size chart and ordering info
fabrics are 100% imported cotton unless otherwise noted

zinnia bouquet watercolor tea towel! Showcasing a direct representation of one of April’s fabulous watercolors, our Zinnia Bouquet Tea Towel is pretty enough to frame. Made in our fine Indian cotton, this piece will brighten your kitchen by bringing a slice of nature’s beauty indoors. It also makes the perfect, thoughtful hostess gift. Imported cotton. TTZBQ1Y zinnia bouquet 19x27” $18

more back porch dresses shown on pages 24-27
spring brings days of festivity—weddings, graduations, Mother’s Day, lawn parties, holidays—times of new beginnings and joyful celebration.

**anglaise long dress** Beware! Donning this item may cause one to be transported to an alternate and fantastical realm where romance and timeless beauty rule the day. I mean, where can you find luxurious garments so finely constructed, with layers of printed and embroidered net, a delicately rendered flutter sleeve, and the perfect relaxed fit. Rayon. DRA5094Y XS-XL $198

**chrisy girls petticoat** Our much loved, old-fashioned petticoats are extremely popular because they are such a hard to find shape that is so useful. It looks absolutely adorable under all of our pinata-shaped dresses and provides all the sophistication, modesty and warmth you might need. Imported cotton. White or ecru. DRS374Y B $29 K $56 G $22

**anglaise short dress** Delightful layers of ecru and deep pink on printed and embroidered net form the elegant overdress of the Anglaise Short Dress. The upper bodice and three-quarter sleeves are transparent. An ecru underskirt falls from the yoke in both front and back with a deep pink ruffle hanging slightly below the hem of the net overdress. Rayon. Ecru. DRA5065Y XS-XL $169

**zinnia garden quilted placemat & napkins** Sets of four. MPQZINY placemats $48 NPZIN20Y napkins $29 NPSS18Y essential napkins in lt. green $22

**ashley dress** The perfect, impossible to find dress for that fabulous outdoor summer wedding or any special occasion, the Ashley is truly the stuff that dreams are made of. A simple, relaxed form is the quintessential ground for an amazing all-over embroidered net. Stitched down pleats at the center open up to a relaxed flow in the skirt. Imported cotton and nylon blend shell with rayon lining. Ecru. DRAA5127Y XS-XL $198 W1-W2 $208

**evelyn dress** I love wearing this style to a gathering with friends and family or even to a cocktail party. No matter where you roam, you will stand out and feel lovely. The wonderful floral print is complemented by a deep asymmetrical hem of softening pink and is mirrored in the flowing neckline. Imported cotton. Ecru. DRA5174Y XS-XL $129

**evelyn quilted placemats & napkins** Surround yourself with the beauty of timeless prints and old-fashioned fabrics. The Evelyn quilted placemats in soft rose feature a calming design that reveals the delicate hand of a craftsman and the tender soul of an artist. Sets of four. Imported cotton. MPOVEY placemats $48 NPEVE20Y napkins $29 NPSS18Y essential napkins in lt. green $22

**french collar** Our French Collar is the perfect timeless accessory for a hopeless romantic with an appreciation for detailing and lacework seldom seen in today’s marketplace. Fabulous floral embroidered net cinched with delicate mother of pearl buttons is just the thing to top off an exquisite look. Imported cotton and nylon blend. Ecru. AC5265Y one size $34

**zinnia garden tablecloth in ecru** Like the southwestern Mexican region from which this genus hails, the Zinnia Garden is colorful and vivacious, the ideal complement to a sunny home. Combine with printed or solid napkins, placemats, pillows for a nearby chair, an old fashioned apron for the kitchen and charming tea towels. Imported cotton. Ecru. TPZINY 54x54" $46 60x90" $69
boardwalk blouse  Turn-of-the-century influences abound in the beautiful and romantic Boardwalk Blouse. Intricately embroidered lace highlights the shoulder panel and streams across the bodice, which is framed by eight tiny rows of pretty pintucks. Imported cotton. Ecru. BLA5121Y XS-XL $84

boardwalk pant  The Boardwalk Pant channels a romantic vision of turn-of-the-century styling replete with craftsmanship and details seldom seen today. With stunning embroidered panels cascading from top to bottom, a luxurious deep hem crafted with epipheral lace at the ankle and manifested in a flowing Imported cotton fabric for a free and graceful drape. Imported cotton. Ecru. PTA5013Y XS-XL $159

jade cabochon earrings  The charm of yesteryear with a twist, these dangles add a bit of contemporary pizzazz. Green cameos sit atop a setting of green faceted Czech crystal beaded flower motif—all on a silver-tone metal stem with leaves, dotted with turquoise glass beads. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length approx. 2.5". Revelation by Randall Johnson. LE-39E $44 shown smaller than actual size

papillion blouse  Float like a butterfly while clad in the lighter than air Papillion Blouse. From the flutter dot net sleeve to the rows of stunning inset embroidered bands on the bodice, this is such a delicate and romantic garment. Perfect to wear to an outdoor wedding. Nylon shell with rayon lining. Ecru. BLA5166Y XS-XL $104

natasha girls dress  This dreamy frock is made for life’s special occasions. Allow floral embroidery on an ecru ground. Crochet lace trims the neckline and armhole. Embroidery embellishments decorate the waistband and attached net hem. Imported cotton and nylon shell with rayon lining. Ecru. DRA5161Y XS-XL $179

laurel dress  A truly special piece, the Laurel Dress is a fanciful creation that you will not find the likes of elsewhere. Made in a beautiful tulle fabric, this bouton front style features pleated bustles on the bodice, a gorgeous translucent cap sleeve and stunning contrast detailing all around the collar and neckline. A deep, delicate hem falls to the ankle. Nylon shell with rayon lining. Soft Blue. DRA5161Y XS-XL $179

cameo green leaf earrings  Stunning new Jade Cabochon with drops of faceted sea glass, turquoise, aventurine, and glass pearls lend variety to this lovely nod to the past. Silver tone setting with sterling silver ear wires. Drop length is approx. 1.5". Revelation by Randall Johnson LE-39E $44 shown smaller than actual size

luna dress  An occasion dress that has the perfect blend of delicate styling and fabulous fabric, the Luna artfully hits all the right notes. Swiss dot net sleeves are accentuated with embroidered trim while the bodice is embellished with layers of embroidery and solid trim. Layers of lace cascade and peek-a-boo playfully to just below the knee. Nylon shell with rayon lining. Green. DRA5167Y XS-XL $169

the April Cornell signature layered look  victorian rose breakfast tablecloth in sage (top)  A timeless, romantic floral print is just the right touch of beauty to enhance your table. Imported cotton. TPVICY 54"x54" $46

evlyn round tablecloth in soft rose (underneath)  The Evelyn reveals the delicate hand of a craftsman and the tender soul of an artist. Imported cotton. TPEVEY 88" round $89

more round tablecloths and other sizes available online.

victorian patchwork placemats & napkins  A bevy of April’s beautifully tranquil prints and pleasantly pleasing plaids combine to create the old-fashioned charm inherent in the Victorian Patchwork quilted placemat. No less than four fabrics are used in this original item that is also reversible to the plaid for a country classic option. Sets of four. Pair with napkins. Cocktail size also available. Imported cotton. MPQVICTY placemat $58

NPVICT20Y napkin $29

NPQVICT18Y essential napkin in ecru $22

NP6VICT18Y cocktail napkin $16
The Rose Dress offers a wonderful balance of print and style that is soothing to the eye and comfortable on the body. The gentle California inspired colors of this easy-to-wear piece will be sure to make you smile all day long. Practical pockets and a flattering neckline make it as engaging and versatile as it is lovely. Tieback. Imported cotton.

DRA5125Y XS-XL $98

lace cuffs The perfect way to add a touch of Victorian fancy to a garment like the Boardwalk dress or the Elliot jacket, the Lace Cuff would also make a wonderful gift for someone with a penchant for turn-of-the-century aesthetics and detailing. Made with finely embroidered heirloom quality lace.

AC5280Y Smoke Net. Imported cotton and nylon blend $12
AC5281Y Pink Net. 100% imported nylon $12
AC5282Y White Eyelet. 100% imported cotton $12

rosie ruffles dress available online

need advice? just call us at 888-532-7745
Whether your garden club is holding its annual lawn party, you’re attending a wedding, or you’re celebrating any special occasion, our Victorian Fancy Collection brings romance and beauty to contemporary life. Finely crafted, these garments and accessories have that turn-of-the-century feel.

**boardwalk dress**

Take a step back in time and enjoy the fine craftsmanship and feminine beauty of turn-of-the-century inspired apparel. The Boardwalk Dress is a tour de force of romantic detailing with its inset rows of heirloom quality lace, raised crewel work floral embroidery, and texturizing pintuck accents—all taking root on a fabulously old-fashioned “cotton hopsack” fabric. Shown open over Dove Skirt. Full button closure. Imported cotton. Ecru. DRA5051Y XS-XL $229

**eliott jacket**

Luxurious linen forms the basis of a fancifully old fashioned style called the Eliott Jacket. Embellished with wonderful crewel work embroidery leaves and scrolling vines from the collar to the bodice, the garment is further decorated with finely embroidered buttons and finished with our trademark lace detailing on the hemline. Imported rayon shell with cotton lining. Smoke. JKA5052Y XS-XL $279

**chantilly scarf**

The beautiful Chantilly Scarf is quintessential Cornell elegance that combines both the romance and old-fashioned detailing that defines who we are. Imported cotton and lace come together in this exquisite accessory that is perfect for cool evenings and as a light coverup for well heeled functions. Pairs sweetly with the Boardwalk Dress. White or ecru. SF5305Y one size $69

**josephine dress & coat**

A truly magical garment! Composed of two pieces, the Josephine Dress features an overcoat of patterned brocade and embroidered collar with a gathered dip-dyed body trimmed with a secondary brocade border on the hem. The dress mirrors the geometric brocade on the bust, has a gorgoeus satin stitch embroidered waistband and falls to a gathered dip-dyed, ankle length cotton skirt. 70% imported cotton, with polyester and nylon. DRA5072Y XS-XL $289

**josephine girls dress & coat**

What little darling wouldn’t want to shine brightly in a fabulous princess dress as uniquely exotic and beautiful as the Josephine? From its deep brocade hem and embroidered waistband to its dip-dyed skirt and embroidered brocade jacket, this outfit is a surefire hit destined to steal the show! Jacket and dress sold as a set. 70% imported cotton with polyester and nylon accents. DRA5379Y K $129 G $139
song dress  One of our cool 1930’s inspired shapes, the Song Dress appeals to the romantic who has a taste for beautiful prints and fabrics. Moss crepe rayon is the ideal material for enhancing the gentle flow required of a delicate style like this. The flutter sleeve mirrors the dreamy quality of the full drape of the skirt.  

DRA5226Y XS-XL $159

peaceful patchwork cushion  
A ruffled patchworking of artisanal prints and plaids, our Peaceful Patchwork cushion provides a wonderful accent for your bedroom—a uniquely beautiful home. Front & back shown. Imported cotton. 

CPPEAC1RY 18x18” $19

peaceful patchwork quilted placemats & napkins  

MPOJACY quilted placemat $8  
NPJAC20Y napkin $9  
NPJESS1Y essential napkin in yellow $8

peaceful pastels in interchangeable prints & solids—mix it up!

Smoky blues, light greens and soft natural tones mingle to create the cooling, quiet hues of our elegant Peaceful Palette Collection. Featured here are Peaceful Patchwork, Jacob’s Court, and Peaceful Plaid. Peaceful Patchwork is a collection of our artisanal prints and plaids. Jacob’s Court embodies timeless French aesthetics of color and scale and was inspired by antique atelier volumes of design I found on a journey to Paris. Imported cotton.

celadon dress  The Celadon Dress features one of our gentle toned pallets with a print that whispers of femininity. 100% imported cotton makes for peasant comfort and eight rows of pretty pintucks on the bodice create texture while gentle gathers below the empire waist provide an easy flow to the body of the skirt. Tieback. 

DRA5037Y XS-XL $119

mix & matching peaceful patterns

a harriet’s hydrangea in smoke available online  
TPHYDY 66x30” $20  34x15” $45  60x90” $69  60x108” $89  88” round $89
b peaceful plaid in ecru shown on opposite page
c peaceful patchwork in smoke shown on opposite page

\[ \text{Jacob's Court Tablecloth in Ecru} \]

TPJACY 56x30” $24  34x15” $46  60x90” $69

peaceful plaid rib placemats & napkins in ecru Sets of four.

MPOPEAY placemat $8  
NPPOEA20Y napkin $9  
NPPESS1Y essential napkin in light green $8

peaceful pastel tablecloth  
Hand-knotted fringe. 

TPPEAC1Y 34x54” $56  54x54” $89  60x90” $109  60x108” $129  88” round $129

peaceful plaid tablecloth  

TPPEAC1Y 34x54” $56  54x54” $89  60x90” $109  60x108” $129  88” round $129

lilac embroidered runner in green  
RNELILY 13x72” $29

lilac embroidered tea towel in green  
TEELILY approx. 19” x 27” $14

lilac embroidered tea towel & little dish cloths in ecru Sets of two.  

TTLACEY tea towel $20  
TDJAC20Y little dish cloths $10
**indigo dress**  From the moment I first started traveling to India forty years ago, I fell in love with the rich colors of the natural dyes and the hand-block printing techniques that had been mastered over centuries. This hand-block inspired design, which features the vibrant colors of stars like Sophia Loren, is both timeless and beautiful. It is made from imported cotton, and the natural-waisted bodice also has eight inset rows of our heirloom quality crochet lace. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRA5105Y XS-XL $98

**pepper blouse** I am a huge Beatles fan and this style is a bit of an homage to my favorite album, “Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.” With its vibrant epaulets, split neck mandarin collar and paisley print tabs across the bodice, this piece channels the creative whimsy of a formative period in world history. Made in Indian cotton with a thin blue stripe. BLA5178Y XS-XL $79

**odette dress**  This is absolutely one of my favorite color palettes this season. The Odette in blue really hits all the right notes. The seamed panels shape the body nicely while the inset gussets on the skirt have this fabulous detail of no less than nine rows of magical ruffles. Imported cotton. DRA5148Y XS-XL $98

**paisley jumpsuit** Fun. Playful. Beautiful. Our super comfy jumpsuits are a customer and staff favorite, perfect for the boho-chic throwback look. Adorned with one of our perennially popular prints and timeless periwinkle color-ways, the tiny Indian block print paisley is tailor made for this easy going, loose fitting, flounced-hem style. Ankle length. Imported cotton. JSA5034Y XS-XL $109

**paisley pant** A traditional Indian block print breathes life into this fabulous lightweight cotton pant. Crafted for total comfort, this garment features convenient patched on pockets, and a stylish harem style elastic at the ankle. Elastic waist. Imported cotton. PTA5191Y XS-XL $79

**indigo tunic** We went back to the archives and dug down to our roots to come up with the Indigo Tunic! This piece wholly embodies the spirit of Indian design with its stunning, hand-block, floral motif bursts and the vibrancy of its tonal blues. Imported cotton. TNAAY5195 XS-XXL $69 W1-W2 $79

**blue flower cameo earrings** A touch of old world femininity, these delicate Blue Flower Cameos are blue glass with carved white tulips, each rimmed with a turquoise, silver-tone chain. Dropped from blue glass beads. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length approx.1.5" Disk is 1" wide. Revelation by Randall Johnson F-14E $44 shown actual size

**full bloom earrings** Simple elegance. Bluish green flower oval in resin dangles from a new jade bead with a green aventurine teardrop. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length approx. 2." Disk is 1" wide. Revelation by Randall Johnson IV-16E $44 shown smaller than actual size

**maggie dress** I love this fun mix of blues, yellows and sages bursting from the Indian-themed block prints and loosely drawn flowers. Because we design all our prints and fabrics by hand we are thrilled to create such unique, beautiful garments. The natural-waisted bodice also has eight inset rows of our hemline quality crochet lace. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRA5175Y XS-XL $109

**maggie dress** I love this fun mix of blues, yellows and sages bursting from the Indian-themed block prints and loosely drawn flowers. Because we design all our prints and fabrics by hand we are thrilled to create such unique, beautiful garments. The natural-waisted bodice also has eight inset rows of our hemline quality crochet lace. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRA5175Y XS-XL $109

**indigo turban** Stunnning and fabulously vintage, our 1940’s and 50’s inspired headscarves channel the glamorous style of stars like Sophia Loren that embody a sophisticated, timeless trend. Made in our original prints on cotton, they are one size fits all with an enclosed elastic at the back for the perfect fit. Imported cotton. ACA5302Y $29

**indigo beauty** —indulging the free spirit in indigo, deep blues, and attitude
provence caftan  An exciting new item for us! The Provence Caftan is that perfect piece for lounging around the house, after coming home from the beach, or maybe for sitting on the porch or working in the garden. Made in our skin soft imported cotton, this timeless blue and yellow caftan is trimmed with one of our amazing paisley prints on the cuff, the button placket and the hem. Imported cotton. CFA5241Y XS-XL $98

cowgirl jacket  Every girl should have that one perfect jean jacket in her wardrobe, and we’ve got just the right combination of rugged style and beauty to make this it! Made in a supple, dark indigo denim and trimmed with the gorgeous wildflower print, our Cowgirl Jacket looks great with skirts, leggings or as a great topper over one of our prairie-style dresses. 97% imported cotton blend. JKAA5180Y XS-XXL $109 W1-W2 $119

dutch collar  The Dutch Collar is a stunning complement to an outfit artfully enhanced by gorgeous lacework and classical Victorian charm. Imported cotton and nylon blend. White. AC5260Y XS-XL $36

lawn party pretty?

chanson dress  The Chanson in sage is a song of a dress and features a wonderful soft color palette as well as so many of the fine details we are known for. Crochet lace trimming the neckline, a plethora of pintucks defining the bodice and gathers below for ease. Practical pockets are always a plus on a lovely, easy wearing style. Rayon. DRAA5233Y XS-XXL $129 W1-W2 $139

indigo camisole  My love for the rich indigo dye and hand-block printing shows in this simple button front camisole. Mother-of-Pearl buttons. Rows of tiny pintucks down the front. Imported cotton. CMAA5145Y XS-XL $59

indigo pant  Varied indigo and white printed and solid stripes make these comfortable pants a standout. Wear with a white camisole or complete the look with the Indigo Camisole. Elastic drawstring waist. Imported cotton. PTA5140Y XS-XL $69

new!

gorge tunic  A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced menswear shirting. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a printed stripe, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker blue ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. Also available in pink (shown on page 19.) TNA5002Y XS-XL $94
happy tunic The Happy Tunic is an item I know I will personally get tons of great use out of this season. I absolutely adore this print; it reminds me of an ancient piece of Ming pottery. Imported cotton. TNA5197Y XS-XL $98
evie dress The Evie Dress is blessed with one of our remarkable prints where flowers powered by magic take root and bloom on a ground of ancient parchment. A flattering keyhole neckline holds the secrets, while tiny pin tucks on the bodice create depth and texture. A perfect knee length dress for a woman with a pocketful of pixie dust. Mandarin collar. Imported cotton. DRA5185 XS-XL $109
coral feather drops Sunset colors of coral and pink inspire this feathered drop earring. Czech glass beads form the center of the top flower with petals of faux pearl and glass beads. A feathery-shaped resin leaf dangles with an antiqued top leaf adorned with a small pink flower. Drop length 2.25x.75" Gold-filled ear wire. Revelation by Randall Johnson P24E $64 shown smaller than actual size

kalamakari tunic One of my favorite outfits consists of a great tunic, like the Kalamakari, paired with an easy pant or Tapestry Leggings. It’s comfortable, elegant and flattering. This garment has lovely little seed beads around the neck. Side slits for ease. ¾ sleeve. Imported cotton. TNA5213Y XS-XL $79
goose tunic pink A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced men’swear shirts. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a woven check, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker pink ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. TNA5002Y XS-XL $94
go-to tunics & leggings—your sweet summer uniform!

happy dress I wear this type of dress all the time, it’s easy, sophisticated, cheerful, and bright—characteristics I try to embody through my design and in my style. The pattern here has an oriental flavor and reminds me of a treasured antique vase. The front placket picks up on one of the colors in the print and is embellished with a gorgeous scrolling floral vine. Falls below knee. Exaggerated skirt. Imported cotton. DRAA5107Y XS-XL $114 W1-W2 $124
tapestry leggings PTA5209Y Periwinkle, Coral, Jade, and White XS-XL $59 PTA5209Y Jade and White only XXL $59 W1-W2 $69

penelope dot leggings in sage PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

bouquet leggings in ecru PTA5081Y XS-XL $59
kalamakari tunic

belle tunic left Our tunics, like the Belle, have become my “go-to” piece in the closet. I can throw it on with some leggings or blue jeans and know it is going to look good. Tailor made for elegance and comfort, this style has a gorgeous cut neckline with a mandarin collar and a plethora of tiny pleats on the bodice that open into an easy flowing drape. Imported cotton. TNA5217Y XS-XL $74 W1-W2 $84 Also in azure shown on p. 21

georgie tunic in pink right A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced men’swear shirts. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a woven check, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker pink ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. TNA5002Y XS-XL $94

pedro dot leggings in sage PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

bouquet leggings in ecru PTA5081Y XS-XL $59
kalamakari tunic

belle tunic left Our tunics, like the Belle, have become my “go-to” piece in the closet. I can throw it on with some leggings or blue jeans and know it is going to look good. Tailor made for elegance and comfort, this style has a gorgeous cut neckline with a mandarin collar and a plethora of tiny pleats on the bodice that open into an easy flowing drape. Imported cotton. TNA5217Y XS-XL $74 W1-W2 $84 Also in azure shown on p. 21

georgie tunic in pink right A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced men’swear shirts. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a woven check, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker pink ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. TNA5002Y XS-XL $94

pedro dot leggings in sage PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

bouquet leggings in ecru PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

kalamakari tunic

belle tunic left Our tunics, like the Belle, have become my “go-to” piece in the closet. I can throw it on with some leggings or blue jeans and know it is going to look good. Tailor made for elegance and comfort, this style has a gorgeous cut neckline with a mandarin collar and a plethora of tiny pleats on the bodice that open into an easy flowing drape. Imported cotton. TNA5217Y XS-XL $74 W1-W2 $84 Also in azure shown on p. 21

georgie tunic in pink right A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced men’swear shirts. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a woven check, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker pink ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. TNA5002Y XS-XL $94

pedro dot leggings in sage PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

bouquet leggings in ecru PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

kalamakari tunic

belle tunic left Our tunics, like the Belle, have become my “go-to” piece in the closet. I can throw it on with some leggings or blue jeans and know it is going to look good. Tailor made for elegance and comfort, this style has a gorgeous cut neckline with a mandarin collar and a plethora of tiny pleats on the bodice that open into an easy flowing drape. Imported cotton. TNA5217Y XS-XL $74 W1-W2 $84 Also in azure shown on p. 21

georgie tunic in pink right A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced men’swear shirts. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a woven check, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker pink ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. TNA5002Y XS-XL $94

pedro dot leggings in sage PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

bouquet leggings in ecru PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

kalamakari tunic

belle tunic left Our tunics, like the Belle, have become my “go-to” piece in the closet. I can throw it on with some leggings or blue jeans and know it is going to look good. Tailor made for elegance and comfort, this style has a gorgeous cut neckline with a mandarin collar and a plethora of tiny pleats on the bodice that open into an easy flowing drape. Imported cotton. TNA5217Y XS-XL $74 W1-W2 $84 Also in azure shown on p. 21

georgie tunic in pink right A glorious new addition to our spring collection! The Georgie Tunic consists of our fabulous tunic shape, sprinkled with a little dash of romantic influenced men’swear shirts. Styled with a stunning lace collar and made in a dip-dyed fabric with a woven check, this garment is deliciously enticing. Lighter to darker pink ombre. Shorter on the sides. Imported cotton. TNA5002Y XS-XL $94

pedro dot leggings in sage PTA5081Y XS-XL $59

bouquet leggings in ecru PTA5081Y XS-XL $59
evie tunic  This bold garment combines the cool comfort of our tunic style with a vibrantly fanciful floral landscape that channels the creative energy of the 60’s. A crossover closure is cinched with three stuffed buttons, below which lightly gathered fabric creates an attractive ease of flow for the bodice. Imported cotton.
TNA5111Y XS-XL $89

fleur bird blouse  The Fleur Bird Blouse is a great everyday piece. Perfect for wearing to church or to lunch, to work or out for a nice dinner. Four 1/4 inch pleats on either side of the button front and a neck flattering mandarin collar. Imported cotton.
BLA5238Y XS-XL $64

leilani tunic  Bold reds announce your arrival. What happy news. The Leilani Tunic has such lovely details—a v-neckline set off with fabric piping which is repeated above the hemline. Tiny gathers in the fabric below the bust. Front pockets. Imported cotton.
TNA5211Y XS-XXL $79
W1-W2 $89

coelette blouse  This delightfully delicate garment showcases one of our favorite new prints for the season. A hand-drawn black stripe on an ecru background. From the flat lying mandarin neckline to the exaggerated ruffle below, this piece is just the right balance of comfort and style. Imported cotton.
BLA5243Y XS-XL $69

frannie blouse  The Frannie Blouse is such a flattering, easy style that looks so lovely on a variety of body shapes. Made in a very lightweight, gently embroidered cotton, with exquisite additional cutwork embroidery for enhanced depth and texture. Imported cotton. White.
BLA5176Y XS-XL $79
also in apple green, available online

helen blouse  You really can’t go wrong with this blouse, there is just something about the shape that flatters every body type. Each season we offer a different print in this style and it sells out every time. This is a gorgeous print, strengthened in breathtakingly beautiful Adriatic blues. Rayon.
BLA5224Y XS-XL $88

belle tunic  Tailor made for elegance and comfort, this style has a gorgeous cut neckline with a mandarin collar and a plethora of tiny pleats on the bodice that open into an easy flowing drape. Side slits for easy comfort. Imported cotton.
TNA5097Y XS-XL $74

travel with style

victorian patchwork duffles and bags  Tote in style! Quilted and embellished with our signature floral embroidery, the Victorian Patchwork collection of bags and totes is a cheerful blend of our finest plaids and prints. Imported cotton.
a. BGCSVICTY small craft bag $49
b. BGCBVICTY crossbody bag with adjustable strap $74
c. BGDBVICTY large duffle bag $79
les girls
—stylish innocence leading the way—spunky, confident and oh-so cute

baby rose girls dress Childhood is a special time and we honor it with our innocent, adorable clothes. The Baby Rose Dress features one of our delicate prints and is styled with crochet lace at the waist and hemline. Gathers below waist. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5367Y B $59 K $59 G $44 B $39

magnolia girls dress We have young women who come into our stores, whose parents dressed them in April Cornell when they were children and have the fondest memories of those innocent times. The Magnolia Dress is one of those pieces that will plant itself deep in your little one’s heart and be visited nostalgically from time to time in the future. Mid-calf length. Pleased bodice. Crochet around the collar. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5372Y B $59 K $59 G $49 B $39

parfait girls dress Featuring no less than six of our originally designed prints, the Parfait Dress is a perfectly adorable choice for your little one. Little empire waist. Importerd cotton.
DR5387Y B $59 K $59 G $49 B $39

milkmaid girls pant An adorable and hard to find style, the Pantaloons girls pant is perfect for wearing under dresses—like our Festival or our Rose girls dress. It can also be worn as an easy, no fuss pant with a tree. Made in our super soft Indian cotton, this charming garment is trimmed at the cuff with beautiful crochet lace. White or ecru. Imported cotton.
PT5398Y B $24 K $29 G $39

delft girls dress Blue and white makes everything right! Who can resist this sweet style that embraces the innocent, magical nature of childhood? Made in 100%, skin soft Indian cotton, and styled with a shirt collar and button front with gathered below the waist for an adorable detail. It’s so cute you may want to get the matching Mommy dress for some unforgettable photos. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5359Y B $39 K $49 G $59

les girls
—stylish innocence leading the way—spunky, confident and oh-so cute

odette girls dress Cool California colors provide the perfect balance in this originally designed floral print. Artfully twisted pleats manifest in a double row on the bodice along with ribbon trim artfully picking up on the pink palette in the flowers. Gathered below waist. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5362Y B $59 K $59 G $49 B $39

tapestry girls leggings Our girls leggings are so cute! They are made in the always comfortable 100% imported cotton knit jersey and are masterfully embellished with a sweet little floral embroidery bursting into life on the calf. Perfect for wearing with tops or under one of our adorable kids dresses. White or Blush.
PT5377Y B $22 K $29 G $39

pantaloons girls pant An adorable and hard to find style, the Pantaloons girls pant is perfect for wearing under dresses—like our Festival or our Rose girls dress. It can also be worn as an easy, no fuss pant with a tree. Made in our super soft Indian cotton, this charming garment is trimmed at the cuff with beautiful crochet lace. White or ecru. Imported cotton.
PT5398Y B $24 K $29 G $39

magnolia girls dress We have young women who come into our stores, whose parents dressed them in April Cornell when they were children and have the fondest memories of those innocent times. The Magnolia Dress is one of those pieces that will plant itself deep in your little ones heart and be visited nostalgically from time to time in the future. Mid-calf length. Pleased bodice. Crochet around the collar. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5372Y B $59 K $59 G $49 B $39

milkmaid girls pant An adorable and hard to find style, the Pantaloons girls pant is perfect for wearing under dresses—like our Festival or our Rose girls dress. It can also be worn as an easy, no fuss pant with a tree. Made in our super soft Indian cotton, this charming garment is trimmed at the cuff with beautiful crochet lace. White or ecru. Imported cotton.
PT5398Y B $24 K $29 G $39

frankie girls dress Light, airy, and beautiful for a summer party or a picnic in the park, the Frankie Dress is sure to put a smile on your face while having your little one feeling all grown up. Made in our beautiful Indian cotton, and featuring a cute red trimmed sailor collar pick up on the polka dots and red buttons. Mid-calf length. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5364Y B $39 K $49 G $59

delft girls dress Blue and white makes everything right! Who can resist this sweet style that embraces the innocent, magical nature of childhood? Made in 100%, skin soft Indian cotton, and styled with a shirt collar and button front with gathered below the waist for an adorable detail. It’s so cute you may want to get the matching Mommy dress for some unforgettable photos. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5359Y B $39 K $49 G $59

les girls
—stylish innocence leading the way—spunky, confident and oh-so cute

odette girls dress Cool California colors provide the perfect balance in this originally designed floral print. Artfully twisted pleats manifest in a double row on the bodice along with ribbon trim artfully picking up on the pink palette in the flowers. Gathered below waist. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5362Y B $59 K $59 G $49 B $39

tapestry girls leggings Our girls leggings are so cute! They are made in the always comfortable 100% imported cotton knit jersey and are masterfully embellished with a sweet little floral embroidery bursting into life on the calf. Perfect for wearing with tops or under one of our adorable kids dresses. White or Blush.
PT5377Y B $22 K $29 G $39

pantaloons girls pant An adorable and hard to find style, the Pantaloons girls pant is perfect for wearing under dresses—like our Festival or our Rose girls dress. It can also be worn as an easy, no fuss pant with a tree. Made in our super soft Indian cotton, this charming garment is trimmed at the cuff with beautiful crochet lace. White or ecru. Imported cotton.
PT5398Y B $24 K $29 G $39

magnolia girls dress We have young women who come into our stores, whose parents dressed them in April Cornell when they were children and have the fondest memories of those innocent times. The Magnolia Dress is one of those pieces that will plant itself deep in your little ones heart and be visited nostalgically from time to time in the future. Mid-calf length. Pleased bodice. Crochet around the collar. Tieback. Imported cotton.
DR5372Y B $59 K $59 G $49 B $39
baby rose dress  The Baby Rose is a timeless, romantic pinafore manifested in one of nature’s most treasured tones—soothing lavender. It features many of our signature details like soft crochet lace ringing the scoop neck, the armholes and inset in six vertical rows on the bodice. To top it off, a double pleat and deep hem create substance on the skirt. Fabric belt. Imported cotton. DRA5236Y XS-XL $89

double blossom earrings  Charm- ing pink and gold flowers in a resin mosaic, set in a gold-plated antique setting with a half-moon base of Czech glass and antique crystal. Gold-filled ear wires. 1x.75” by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz. K22E $69 shown actual size

flower hoop earrings  Spring simply bursts forth from these lovely coral resin flower earrings. Jade beaded hoop, a silver-toned ring, and glass bronze beads dangle from the flower center. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length 2.25 x .75” CO11E $44 shown smaller than actual size

red dot turban  Stunning and fabulously vintage, our 1940’s and 50’s inspired headscarves channel the glamorous style of stars like Sophia Loren. Made in our original prints on cotton, they are one size fits all with an enclosed elastic at the back for the perfect fit. Imported cotton. ACA5304Y $29

pantaloon pants  Crisp imported cotton pantaloons that are perfect for layering under our dresses for a classically romantic, Victorian feel. Made in a specially curated Indian cotton, these pants feature a deep, scalloped hem, made of beautifully finished crochet lace. Pair with cuffs and collars for the complete look! Ecru. PT5023Y XS-XL $59

camille dress  A wonderful re-imagining of the 40’s, the Camille Dress brings together a romantic dusty pink rose print with delicate crochet lace trimming on the collar. We’ve decorated the bodice with eight of our texture enhancing ¼ inch accordion pleats. Relaxed fit. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRA5085Y XS-XL $89

delft dress  Our easy cotton dresses are fondly referred to as back porch dresses. They are perfect for hanging out with friends and family while enjoying life’s simple pleasures. Practical women especially love the convenience of the big patch pockets below the fine gathers of the natural waist. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRA5084Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

harriet’s hydrangea apron in yellow  Another of my favorite prints—Harriet’s Hydrangea—is, appropriately, shown here over our Harriet Dress on right. Nostalgic, simple. Add a bit of Provence to your entertaining. Imported cotton canvas. APHYDY standard $34 chef size $35

harriet dress  Brought to you in our signature color of periwinkle, the Harriet Dress is imbued with a playful polka dot print and an equally fun multi-colored button front. This style has a rounded collar and big patch pockets, gathers below the waist and has a fabric tie at the back for creating just the right shape. Imported cotton. DRA5018Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99 shown with white pantaloons on p. 37

1940’s vintage updated —calicos & cottons, pantaloons & camaloons—back porch style!
ellen dot dress
The Ellen Dot Dress is a sweet, feminine cotton frock brought to life in an easy style that looks great on everyone! Detailed with a rounded Peter Pan collar and classic mother-of-pearl buttons from head to toe, this item is lightly gathered below the true waist and boasts two oversized pockets on the front. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRA5207Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

red cabochon earrings
Bedazzling—these red glass cabochon earrings adorned with peacock swirls are encircled with a glittering rhinestone chain. Silver tone setting. Sterling silver ear wires. 1 x 1/2” Revelation by Randall Johnson F-18E $39 shown actual size

lucille dress
I like to channel the simple pleasures of polka dots. Something about them makes me so happy! I’m pretty sure you’ll feel the same way. The Lucille Dress is detailed with a lovely black lace trimming the sleeves and around the shaped collar adding a nice touch of contrast. Its slight empire waist is enhanced with a fabric tie at the back. Imported cotton. DRA5198Y XS-XL $89

frankie dress
This dress makes me think of country fairs and fried dough and apple pie and diners from the 1950’s. It’s a fun piece, and I know you’re going to feel happy and feminine wearing it. Made in our skin soft 100% imported cotton. Style elements include apple red buttons, big patch pockets and a fabric tie at the back for the perfect fit. DRA5220Y XS-XL $89

elly dot dress
The Elly Dot Dress is one of our vintage 40’s styles with a cute cap sleeve and oversized mother of pearl buttons. The fabric tie is perfect for giving a little shape to this adorable style. Imported cotton. DRA5240Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

victorian rose market bag in black
Our Victorian Rose market bag is light, easy—just like carrying a gorgeous bouquet of flowers with you everywhere you go! Made in 100% imported cotton canvas for durability with matching solid canvas straps. BGMVICY $27

flower fiesta coverup
We strive to provide our patrons with beauty and elegance for today’s world. The Flower Fiesta Coverup is brought to life in an all-over heirloom quality lace and embroidered with six gorgoeous, unique floral bursts on the bodice and an extra touch on the sleeve. Imported cotton and nylon blend. CUA5047Y XS-XL $104

annah dress
So 1940’s, the Annah Dress is a vibrant manifestation of our popular and much loved vintage-inspired pieces. Made in 100% imported cotton voile for unmatched comfort and featuring a stylish notched shirt collar, the Annah sports a stylish cap sleeve and stitched down pleats on the shoulder. Tieback. DRA5235Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

“Love, love, love my April Cornell order. My favorite clothing was delivered quickly, neatly, and with a present. What’s not to like?”
Michelle, Twain Harte, CA
flynn dress
The Flynn Dress is this amazing new style that we have developed and are so excited to share. The gossamer soft aqua jacket, with its artful embroideries and gorgeous neckline is actually attached at the shoulders to the dress. The dress features one of our vibrant floral prints planted on a parchment ground and is satin stitch embroidered all over the bust. A faux two-piece. Imported cotton.
DRA5108Y XS-XL $189

east wind dress
Six tiers of billowing, lightly gathered cotton fabric fall beneath the high empire bodice of the East Wind Dress. The scarlet red hem is tastefully echoed in the delicate winding floral embroidery ringing the neckline and then again in a signature single paisley placed at the center back. Ecru with red trim. Imported cotton.
DRA5099Y XS-XL $194

viola coverup
Such a romantic, heirloom caliber topper, the Viola coverup really just takes my breath away. It is made in a vintage inspired, allover floral cutwork lace that has the loveliest, most appealing drape. The hemline is further embellished with an exquisite, scalloped lace, while the neckline and sleeves are finished by a beautiful crochet lace. Imported cotton and nylon blend. Ecru.
CUA5056Y XS-XL $59

confetti necklace
This dazzler abounds with color and sparkle. A jet glass flower with a Swarovski crystal at the center, a yellow glass cat’s eye cabochon, a fire opal, and a turquoise line up on either side of the center stone—a faceted orange glass cat’s eye. These beads are linked together with a silver tone chain and form the curved centerpiece of the necklace. Additional information on beads available online. 15 inch chain with a 3.5” extender. Revelation by Randall Johnson F-56N $59

leilani dress
So romantic, so much Eastern influence, so April Cornell! This style harkens back to my younger years traveling around India and Afghanistan discovering the amazing textile traditions that resonated so deeply within me. This sumptuously soft dress hybrid is printed in the style of beautifully earth toned Indian block prints and is trimmed with a fabulous hand drawn terra cotta stripe. Imported cotton.
DRA5157Y XS-XL $209

eastern style—give it a try!

hannah dress
A powerful, bold print of pink hued roses crackles on the black ground color of this romantic number. Details like the ruffle sleeve, a mini ruffle lining the bodice panel and a double, asymmetrical ruffle hem serve to further enhance the beauty of this style. Tieback. Imported cotton. DRAA5169Y XS-XXL $114 W1-W2 $124

savannah jacket
An elegant, versatile jacket, the Savannah is the perfect complement to our floral dresses and can spice up an outfit with its tasteful lines and vibrant embroideries on the shawl collar. Imported cotton.
JKA5077Y XS-XL $89

indigo bird necklace

vienna necklace
A charming addition to any ensemble. A faceted turquoise glass bead is mounted on a golden metal hook and chain. A perfect finishing touch. Co2N $25
**primavera dress**

Our Primavera Dress in crinkled, imported cotton crepe channels the simple beauty of prairie aesthetics from days gone by. A one inch finished ruffle embellishment trimming the neckline and a slightly flounced shape to the cap sleeve are picked up in complementary fashion by a double ruffle detail on the hemline. Tieback.  
*DRA5022Y* XS-XL $129

**primavera girls dress**

What better season is there than spring? The Primavera Dress seeks to mirror this magical, innocent moment in a girl’s life with a dress to match. Styled with a flutter sleeve and a double ruffle asymmetrical hemline and made in a lovely cotton crepe, this style will one day bring back some very fond memories. Imported cotton.  
*DRA5355Y* B $54 K $69  
D $79

**bee dress**

This is such a delicate print and soft coloring, it really exemplifies the timeless femininity we always strive to offer. Full length and detailed with a full double ruffle on the shoulder, this prairie inspired dress also has an oversized gathered flounce adding to its beauty. Imported cotton.  
*DRA5154Y* XS-XL $119

**prairie-style dressing—powerfully stylish in meadow prints and rose-strewn fabrics**

**nebraska dress**

A real country flavored dress, the Nebraska showcases a simple hand drawn, broken stripe in red and ecru, one of my favorite new prints for this collection. Details like the ruffle sleeve, a mini ruffle lining the bodice panel and a double ruffle hem serve as a reminder that simple and beautiful is a fabulous combination. Tieback. Imported cotton.  
*DRAA5138Y* XS-XXL $129  
W1-W2 $139

**nebraska girls dress**

This style makes me think of optimistic childhoods spent growing up on the prairie, when life was a bit more simple, and childhood a bit more innocent. The Nebraska has a flutter sleeve, ruffled bodice and double ruffle hem as well as a fabric tie at the back for the perfect fit. Imported cotton.  
*DRA5388Y* K $69 G $79

**haley blouse**

Styled with our timeless, feminine details, the Haley Blouse is a breath of fresh air for the romantic at heart. One of our skin soft, self-stripe imported cottons, this piece has four rows of tonal embroideries on the front and a modified ruffle around the neck. Easy button front opening. White.  
*BLA5177Y* XS-XL $79

**montana dress**

I can totally see this wonderful imported cotton dress at an amazing wedding on the beach or in a farm house surrounded by nature’s beauty. Cutwork eyelet embroidery all over the bodice and mirrored on the hem is one of our signature details, and the neck is trimmed with a delicate ruffle. Floor length with a full skirt. Bodice inset. Removeable tieback. Imported cotton. White.  
*DRA5183Y* XS-XL $129

**faux coral branches earrings**

A modern take on roses, these earrings have the look of real coral branches. The branches form the middle section of this three-tiered dangle, poised between two resin flowers in aqua and grayish plum. Silver toned findings. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length is 2.125.”  
*A-T61E* $44 shown smaller than actual size

**the perfect white summer dress**
**Leilani Jumpsuit**
The Leilani Jumpsuit is manifested with one of our classic Indian inspired traditional block prints. Lovely lace artfully trims the button placket, the neckline, and armhole. The brick red color really comes to life in this popular throwback jumpsuit style that is so liberating and fun to wear. Gathered below the waist pockets. Fabric belt. Imported cotton.

**Dawn Blouse**
The perfect peasant shaped blouse for an easy going, beautiful style. Crafted with a fabulous ruffle below the split neckline and cinched with a fabric tie, the Dawn Blouse is further embellished by six rows of fine pintuck detailing and is lightly gathered below for a nice relaxed fit. Imported cotton. Pale aqua.

**Delicate Camisole in White**
The Delicate Camisole is one of the timeless, feminine garments that April has been designing for the past forty years. Trimmed at the neck, shoulder and hemline with crochet lace and inset with bands of embroidered lace on the bodice, this tender garment looks great with leggings or worn as an undergarment. Imported cotton.

**Festival Dress**
A carefree, joy filled style for a carefree, joy filled girl! Just right for a woman who still has a little flower child inside her and isn’t afraid to show it. The Festival Dress is a tour de force boasting no less than six of April’s peerless, smile inspiring floral prints for the season. But be warned all these flowers may attract some bees! “Sunshine, daydream, walking in the tall trees, going where the wind goes, Blooming like a red rose, breathing more freely.”—Jerry Garcia and Robert Hunter. Tieback. Imported cotton.

**Odette Pant**
Featuring one of our most vibrant and lovely prints for the season, the Odette Pant seems to spring to life, fueled by a tremendous combination of color and fabric. Created especially for the free artful spirit, this wide legged style truly makes you feel exceptional. Imported cotton.

**Forever Camisole**
Fall in love for ever after with the Forever Camisole! Made in beautifully soft pure Indian cotton, this item is great as a topper as well as just on its own to create a smart, casual look with jeans or leggings. Of course, it wouldn’t be complete without our signature design touches like the ten tiny tuxedo pleats on either side, as well as the form flattering ruffles below. Imported cotton. White.

**Joni Dress**
A carefree, joy filled style for a carefree, joy filled girl! Just right for a woman who still has a little “flower child” inside her and isn’t afraid to show it. The Joni Dress is a tour de force, boasting no less than six of April’s peerless, smile-inspiring floral prints for the season. Fabric tie. Imported cotton.
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**Need advice? just call us at 888-332-7745**
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**Join the conversation: facebook.com/aprilc Cornell**
ikat jacket
Featuring a graphic black and white print based on traditional weaving techniques from Indonesia, the Ikat Jacket is at once both arresting and beautiful. Dip-dyed at the hem for a cool, graded effect, and trimmed with solid black on the front, around the collar and cuff for contrast. Tie closure at front. Imported cotton. JKAA5103Y XS-XXL $109
W1-W2 $119

colette pant
Footloose and fancy free! The Colette Pant is one of those fabulously unique treasures that make us love what we do. Made in a lightweight imported cotton cambric and featuring our hand drawn ‘broken stripe’ print, the multiple tiers of gathered fabric serve to create a wildly exaggerated, playfully feminine, flounced hem. In black/white or red/ecru. PTA5105Y Black/White XS-XL $89
PTA5161Y Red/Ecru XS-XL $89

floribunda jumpsuit
The fabulous Floribunda print is a testament to the timeless creative vision of our talented artisans and designers. A densely packed floral design bursts with a rarely seen depth of color that springs to life in our popular throwback jumpsuit style that is so liberating and fun to wear. Released fit. Gathered below the waist. Pockets. Exaggerated leg. Imported cotton. JSA5076Y XS-XL $109

for the adventurer in you — go-to dusters, palazzo pants & floral jumpsuits—looking good, girl!

fireworks blouse
The Fireworks Blouse is a perfect combination of comfort and style. Color bars of pink, orange and green are woven into a skin-loving Indian cotton. The blouse features an inset with lace trim on the waist under the bust. The neck and sleeve opening are also decorated with a delicate ruffle trim. Button front. Relaxed fit. Imported cotton. BLA5049Y XS-XL $64

moza blouse
Made in a 100% imported cotton, lightly embroidered fabric, this blouse features columns of masterful cutwork embroidery on the bodice and trimmed with a delicate cotton blend lace collar. White. BLA5043Y XS-XL $79

dove jacket
One of our best selling and most loved styles, the Dove Duster is just so versatile. Romantic, practical, beautiful and yet elegant. When worn to work over pants, it classes up an otherwise ordinary look, but it can also be the perfect topper for a fancy party. Delicate because of the net sleeves and embroidered net hem, practical because of the easy shape and relaxed cotton fabric of the main body. Imported cotton. Ecru. JKAA5091Y XS-XXL $119 W1-W2 $129

w}

Lucille Blouse
From old time sock hop to newfangled hip hop, nothing beats a classic polka dot! Inset strips of lace adorn the front below the bodice and a teeny tiny ruffle frames the armhole, collar and hem. Imported cotton. BLA5194Y XS-XL $64

flower bath
One of our best selling and most loved styles, the Dove Duster is just so versatile. Romantic, practical, beautiful and yet elegant. When worn to work over pants, it classes up an otherwise ordinary look, but it can also be the perfect topper for a fancy party. Delicate because of the net sleeves and embroidered net hem, practical because of the easy shape and relaxed cotton fabric of the main body. Imported cotton. Ecru. JKAA5091Y XS-XXL $119 W1-W2 $129

w
Looking for a quick gift? Our Gift eCards are emailed to your recipient as soon as the order is placed. To order, please go to aprilcornell.com. 

Question? Email us at customerservice@aprilcornell.com or call us on Customer Service at 888-532-7745.

Returns & Exchanges

- Return Policy: Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, and in original condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/receipt or order confirmation. If packing slip or order confirmation is not available, please provide your name and contact information on a piece of paper with your return. If merchandise is damaged or has a quality issue, please contact Customer Service at 888-532-7745 before returning. Please allow 2-3 weeks to process your return.

- Current Season Items: Current Season merchandise returned within 30 days of receipt can be returned for a full refund of the purchase price, to the original form of payment used.

Exchanges

If you would like to exchange an item, please follow the instructions below or contact Customer Service at 888-532-7745 to make an expedited exchange.

- Receive exchanged item within 10 days of receipt.
- Ditch and keep the top portion of your packing slip for your record.
- Complete the bottom portion of your packing slip with your name and contact information including phone number (If you are not the original purchaser please include their name as well.)
- Return shipping is at customer’s expense, but we will ship your exchange order at no charge.

- We cannot accept C.O.D. items. Please see our website for more information.

Send the return to:

April Cornell Returns
131 Battery Street
Burlington, VT 05401

Grannie’s bloomers always seek out, and often find, the most unexpected inspiration from past times. This particular style is based on an old-fashioned “bloomer.” We just knew we had to bring them back to life in some of our best prints, and the result is the perfection shape for both modesty and comfort. White or ecru.

precious underpinnings

camaloons An adorably original style that will put a smile on your face every time you put them on, the Camaloons are everything you wish sleep and lounge wear could possibly be.

A quirky cross between a camisole and a pantaloons, this 100% imported cotton garment is breathable and snugly and may make you want to spend a little extra time enjoying the comforts of home. Soft rose or white. JSA5160Y XS-XL $59

marissa short & long slips The perfect slip for layering underneath our lightweight cotton dresses, the Marissa Slip is an essential underpinning to a functioning wardrobe. This imported rayon blend garment features a deep neckline and falls to just below the knee, making it the perfect shape for both modesty and comfort. White or ecru.

SLA5162Y pant short XS-XL $59 SLA5165Y long XS-XL $64

hip and flexible 100% imported rayon, this item is the direct result of customer requests for just such a piece. White or ecru.

The perfect slip for layering underneath our lightweight cotton dresses, the Essence Camisole is an essential underpinning for a functional wardrobe. Made in our super comfortable and flexible 100% imported rayon, this item is the direct result of customer requests for just such a piece. White or ecru.

CMAS149Y XS-XL $39

essence camisole An easy, basic cami perfect for lounging around the house or layering underneath sheer tops, the Essence Camisole is an essential underpinning for a functional wardrobe. Made in our super comfortable and flexible 100% imported rayon, this item is the direct result of customer requests for just such a piece. White or ecru.

CMAS149Y XS-XL $39
**rise and shine nighties**

—soft cotton, pleats and pintucks, fine embroidery—all the embellishments April Cornell is known for

**adeline nighty**
Our top selling sleepwear style, the Adeline is so good in so many ways! This piece can be used as a slip or as a nighty and features lots of gorgeous details. Inset crochet lace creates a cool deco-dervied design on the bodice of this versatile knee length garment. Of course, no other fabric would do than our peerless imported cotton voile. White.

NTA5289Y XS-XL $79

**softness nighty**
One of our “night shirt” inspired sleepwear styles, the Softness Nighty has a tonally embroidered bodice sitting above an exaggerated empire waist that cuts across the bust. Gathered below, and trailing to a shirttail hem that is longer in the front and back and shorter on the sides. Signature crochet lace trim around the neck. Imported cotton. Ecru.

NTA5286Y XS-XL $89

**imagine nighty**
I can’t imagine finding any softer, more soothing sleep attire than our Imagine Nighty. Made in our incomparable soft imported cotton, fine crochet lace on the front and back borders a bodice of cotton net. Gathers below the bodice create a nice easy shape. Knee length. White.

NTA5270Y XS-XL $79

**fleur bird shortie pajama**
Such a girly, adorably cute style, the Fleur Bird Shortie Pajama combines April Cornell comfort and detailing with a whimsical print and the short shorts you love. The doll-like look is enhanced with ruffles at the neckline, sleeve, pockets and hem. The item is gathered below the neck for an easy flowing fit. Imported cotton. White.

PJA5288Y XS-XL $58

**francoise nighty**
A timeless nightgown, the Francoise is all the things you have come to love about April Cornell. There is really no better way to sleep than being enveloped in one of our 100% wonderful, pure imported cotton nighties. Finely detailed with multiple cutwork embroidered lace front and back as well as on the sleeve and shoulder. White.

NTA5267Y XS-XL $89

**eye masks**
April’s embroidered eye masks make a fun gift for someone who could use a little extra shut eye or, even better, a self gift for jet setters with a sense of whimsy. Available in three color pallets. Imported cotton voile, elastic band.

EM5307 wide awake $14
EM5308 wink $14
EM5309 sleeping eye $14

**evelyn dressing gown**
You know that expression: “Dress for success”? Well, we have our own idea here: “Dress for comfort and style in one of our fabulous dressing gowns!” The Evelyn is so warm and cozy, made in a snug woven rayon that is tailor made for enjoying relaxing evenings while you unwind in the comfort of home. Ankle length. Fabric belt. Contrasting fabric lining the cuff. Front pockets. Rayon.

DGA5293Y XS-XL $139

**rose garden embroidered cushion in yellow**

Front & back shown. CPERGA12Y 12x12" $39

As so often when I purchase an AC article of clothing, I wonder how it can be any more adorable than the picture. It is!

Del Jean, Castle Valley, UT
**Day Break Caftan**

An exciting new item for us! The Day Break Caftan is that perfect piece for lounging around the house, after coming home from the beach, or maybe for sitting on the porch or working in the garden. Made in our skin soft 100% imported cotton and trimmed with one of our amazing floral prints on the cuff, the button placket and the hem. CFA5302Y XS-XL $129

**Chantilly Nighty**

The Chantilly Nighty showcases gorgeous, cutwork ephemeral lace on the sleeves and bodice and is finished at the cuffs and around the collar with a tiny crochet trim. Made in our fabulously soft 100% signature, imported cotton, this romantic nightgown has the power to provide restful nights and languorous mornings. White. NTA5255Y XS-XL $98

**Rapunzel Nighty**

The Rapunzel Nighty is another one of our magical pieces seemingly stepping out of the pages of a fairy tale. Textured imported cotton is lightly shaped to the bodice with lovely scalloped lace at the crossover neckline. Below the waist the skirt is lightly gathered for an easy flow. White. NTA5253Y XS-XL $94

**Bee Shortie Pajama**

An adorable take on comfy, cute sleepwear, the Bee Shortie Pajama is everything you love about April Cornell expressed in a novel way. The slightly nautical inspired top has inset lace, three buttons and an inverted pleat for a relaxed fit while the bottoms mirror the delicate data is with a lace trim on the hem. Imported cotton. PJA5257Y XS-XL $94

**Odette Dressing Gown**

You know that expression: Dress for success. Well, we have our own idea here: Dress for comfort and style in one of our fabulous dressing gowns! The Odette is so warm and cozy made in cotton gauze that is tailored for enjoying relaxing evenings while you unwind in the comfort of home. Rayon. DGA5302Y XS-XL $129

**Victorian Rose Towels**

Luxurious. Lush. Something soft next to your skin. It’s all you’re looking for when you jump out of the shower. And now, it’s available in one of April’s most popular prints—Victorian Rose. Printed on one side and trimmed with Victorian Rose cotton piping, these elegant, absorbent towels are 100% imported cotton. The reverse side in antique—a lovely light golden color that matches the background of the print.

FTVICR12* face towel 12x12" $15
HTVICR18* hand towel 18x30" $25
BTVICR30* bath towel 30x54" $59

**Victorian Rose Terry Robe**

Now you can surround yourself in the petal softness of cotton terry and the profusion of roses in full bloom, the way only April Cornell can make it. Introducing our new Victorian Rose Terry Robe, a plush robe printed on one side in our Victorian Rose print and solid on the other side in antique. Two side pockets and a matching belt. Lower calf length. Imported cotton. TRVICR* SM, ML $149

---

**As always, April manages to exceed my expectations. The fit is perfect and the color is so pretty! Thank you April for continuing to provide quality and style in a world where they are becoming increasingly hard to find.**

Rebecca, Atoka, TN

---

**Join the Conversation: Facebook.com/AprilCornell**

---

**need advice? just call us at 888-332-7745**

---

**our new looped terry cotton collection**

---

**so romantic!**
emma blouse  The Emma Blouse in powder blue is the ideal blouse for someone who wants to feel comfortable and free while looking romantic and beautiful. A nifty blend of a deeply intricate, attached lace hem and a supple, solid cotton body form the basis of this peasant inspired garment. Imported cotton. BLA5026Y XS-XL $89

fleur bird dress  We caught our breath at the gorgeous California-inspired color palette and simple print of the Fleur Bird Dress—it’s just a stunning combination. One of our much loved, super comfortable shirt collar dress styles, this piece has eight inset rows of delicate crocheted lace on the bodice and an unassuming fabric belt. Not to mention a whole lot of smiles for the wearer! Imported cotton. DRA5082Y XS-XL $104

bouquet dress  One of our timeless French-inspired feminine, floral prints meets gorgeous 1940’s styling in the Bouquet Dress. Oversized mother-of-pearl buttons adorn the bodice and run to the natural waistline of this ageless beauty. Its flocked that falls just below the knee. Sumptuously soft and perfect for day or night. Imported cotton. DRA5070Y XS-XL $98

victorian rose market bag  in lavender Perfect for strolling from the farmer’s market to the coffee shop and back again, our Victorian Rose market bag is light, easy–just like carrying a bouquet with you everywhere you go! Made in 100% imported cotton canvas for durability with matching solid canvas straps. BGMVICY $27

claudette blouse  The Claudette Blouse is a great alternative as an everyday piece, it’s super comfortable and looks beautiful. Perfect for wearing to church or to lunch, to work or for a nice dinner, it’s versatile, feminine and flattering. Four 1/4 inch pleats on either side of the button front and a neck elongating mandarin collar are all this piece needs besides its great shape. Imported cotton. BLA5089Y XS-XL $69

claudette dress  Our vintage 1940's house dress styles are so wonderful that once you wear one you won’t want to wear anything else. Pretty and comfy, the Claudette is a cool cotton dress tailor made for hot days and starry nights. Big patch pockets are a great feature of this easy to wear feminine piece and the fabric tie is all you need to achieve just the right shape. Imported cotton. DRAA5190Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

“Finding this online company was finding my way home! These clothes are made with great details, workmanship & quality.”  
Julie, QC
Bring some April Cornell color into your home with a classic blue and yellow combination that captures the promise of spring. Harriet’s Hydrangea, Rosehip, and Jamavar are just a few of the patterns that create one of our most treasured collections of linens. Harriet’s Hydrangea in yellow suggests the promise of spring. Rosehip is the quintessential, definitive April Cornell print—a staple since 1984. The Jamavar border was originally inspired by a trip I took to the Taj Mahal in 1992, when I lived in India for a year. All made from our exquisite Indian cotton. Each product carries a unique design developed for its format—table cloth, napkin, runner, or tea cozy. Imported cotton.

**picturesque provence**

The beckoning sunny yellows and sparkling sea blues of provence transform your home into french country style.

**the sunny possibilities of our picturesque provence collection**

Bring some April Cornell color into your home with a classic blue and yellow combination that captures the promise of spring. Harriet’s Hydrangea, Rosehip, and Jamavar are just a few of the patterns that create one of our most treasured collections of linens. Harriet’s Hydrangea in yellow suggests the promise of spring. Rosehip is the quintessential, definitive April Cornell print—a staple since 1984. The Jamavar border was originally inspired by a trip I took to the Taj Mahal in 1992, when I lived in India for a year. All made from our exquisite Indian cotton. Each product carries a unique design developed for its format—table cloth, napkin, runner, or tea cozy. Imported cotton.

**new cushion covers & cushions for a spring changeover**

A quick way to redecorate, our cushion covers and cushions mix and match with many pieces in our collections. They provide wonderful accents to living rooms and family rooms, bedrooms and patios—any place where the right dash of color will create the mood you’re seeking. Cushion covers are sold without fillers, which can be purchased separately. All are 100% imported cotton.

---

**roseship cushion cover in ecru**

Front & back shown. CP疮Y

**canary plaid placemats & napkins in provence**

Sets of four.

MPHCANYP placemats $15

MPHCANYPY napkins $15

NPRESSSEY essentials napkins per plaid $12

---

**jamavar tablecloth in periwinkle**

TPJAMY

54x54" $46 60x90" $69 60x108" $89 88" round $119

---

**jamavar napkin in periwinkle**

Sets of four.

NPJAMPERY napkins $15

NPRESSSEY essentials napkins in periwinkle $12

---

**harriet’s hydrangea tablecloth in yellow**

TPHYDY

54x54" $44 72x72" $66 90x120" $80 88" round $114

---

**harriet’s hydrangea cushion cover in smoke**

CPHYD20Y

20x20" $24

---

**rosehip placemats in ecru**

Set of four.

MPRCYECR placemats $12

MPRCYECRN napkins $12

NPRESSSEY essentials napkins in ecru $12

---

**cottage embroidered tea towel in provence**

TTTECOTY approx. 19" x 27" $19

---

**rosehip placemats in ecru**

Set of four.

MPRCYECR placemats $12

MPRCYECRN napkins $12

NPRESSSEY essentials napkins in ecru $12

---

**rosehip placemats in periwinkle**

Set of four.

MPJAMPERY napkins $12

NPRESSSEY essentials napkins in periwinkle $12

---

**rosehip paper placemats**

When you have more guests than placemats. Paper placemats are ideal for bringing the beauty of designer prints into your home with easy clean up. Each packet contains two original prints and a total of 24 tear off placemats.

**rosehip paper placemats**

PPCFR24Y 12x17" $34

---

**essential cushion filler in white**

CPFILLY

20x20" $24

---

**introducing paper placemats**

Now in paper!

---

**mix & match prints, solids & plaids**

To get that signature April Cornell look, layer complementary solids, prints or plaids on top of one another. Lay two squares at angles or a square over a round or a rectangle. Use contrasting, matching or complementary napkins. Most of all, have fun and use your imagination.

---

**new cushion covers & cushions for a spring changeover**

A quick way to redecorate, our cushion covers and cushions mix and match with many pieces in our collections. They provide wonderful accents to living rooms and family rooms, bedrooms and patios—any place where the right dash of color will create the mood you’re seeking. Cushion covers are sold without fillers, which can be purchased separately. All are 100% imported cotton.

---

**need advice? just call us at 888-332-7745**

---

**join the conversation: facebook.com/aprilcornell**

---

**new cushion covers & cushions for a spring changeover**

A quick way to redecorate, our cushion covers and cushions mix and match with many pieces in our collections. They provide wonderful accents to living rooms and family rooms, bedrooms and patios—any place where the right dash of color will create the mood you’re seeking. Cushion covers are sold without fillers, which can be purchased separately. All are 100% imported cotton.

---

**new cushion covers & cushions for a spring changeover**

A quick way to redecorate, our cushion covers and cushions mix and match with many pieces in our collections. They provide wonderful accents to living rooms and family rooms, bedrooms and patios—any place where the right dash of color will create the mood you’re seeking. Cushion covers are sold without fillers, which can be purchased separately. All are 100% imported cotton.
the festival patchwork collection

A floral festival of our fabulous prints for the season, the Festival Patchwork Collection combines no less than five of our favorite, originally designed artworks. These pieces are for the connoisseur of color who loves the vibrant aesthetic embodied in our products and loves the effect they kindle in the home. Imported cotton.

festival patchwork tablecloth
TPFESY 54x54" $99

festival patchwork oven mitt
OVFESY $18

festival patchwork tea cozy
Reversible. TCFESY $14

festival patchwork cushion
CPRFESBY 18x18" $39

New paper placemats!
april’s watercolor florals in paper
24 tear off placemats in two prints. PPWFREAY 12x17" $56

festival patchwork crossbody
and small craft bags
Tote in style! Quilted and embellished, the Festival Patchwork small craft bag is the perfect cheerful blend of our finest plaids and prints. The crossbody bag has a zipped closure and an adjustable strap. The small craft bag has matching, sewn on handles. Imported cotton.

BCCSFESY small craft bag $49
BCCBFESY crossbody bag $74

festival patchwork & zinnia garden prints move into the laundry

The colors found in our Festival Patchwork and Zinnia Garden prints announce Spring and Summer’s arrival in bright lime greens, blazing yellows, brilliant reds and rose with hints of lush dark true green. Imported cotton.

festival patchwork laundry bags
Drawstring closure. 3 ruffles.
LBFESSMY small 13.5w x 26h" $24
LBFESLYG large 18.5w x 29.5h" $39

festival patchwork laundry pennants
11 pennants
PENFESY 74" long, two 17" ties $29

zinnia garden ironing board cover
one size with elastic border fits most ironing boards. Handy side pocket. 18CZINY 20 x 57" $49
a preview of summer
— picnics and family outings, backyard barbecues and informal get-togethers, long days and cool evenings on the porch are calling.

the happy friendship collection

“There is nothing that makes me happier than sitting around the dinner table and talking until the candles are burned down.”—Madeleine L’Engle, A Circle of Quiet.

And why not do so comforted by one of our gorgeous, hand screened, limited quantity, artistically printed tablecloths? Or one of our hand-loomed, 100% imported cotton checks. A little bit of red, a touch of white and beautiful. Each piece—tablecloth, cushion cover, napkin—uses a unique design for screening the main image and borders.

friendship tablecloth

TFFRDY 36x36" $24
54x54" $46
60x90" $68
60x108" $93 88" round $119

friendship cushion cover

In ecru Insert sold separately.
CPFROD20 20x20" $44

friendship quilted placemat & napkins

in ecru Insert sold separately.
MPQFRDY placemat $48
NPQFRDY napkin $49
NPRESSKY essential napkin in red $52

happy picnic gingham tablecloth

Hand-knotted fringe TPHAPY 36x36" $46
60x90" $69

lilac tablecloth in ecru

TPLILY 36x36" $24 54x54" $46 60x90" $69
60x108" $97 88" round $129

lilac collar apron

Our shirt collar aprons perfectly channel vintage 1940’s feminine styling in a way that we just can’t get enough of! Imported cotton.

APCLILY $39

lilac placemats & napkins in ecru

Sets of four.
MPILY placemat $48
NPIL24Y napkin $49
NPRESS18Y essential napkin in lilac $22

luxurious honeycomb tea towel, lilac tea towel & little dish cloths in ecru

Sets of two.
TTLUXH1Y tea towels $18
TTLILY tea towels $20
TD2LILY little dish $10

a splash of lilacs

Decorate your home with the simple serenity inherent in one of our loosely drawn, watercolor-inspired prints. Based on April’s artwork, the Lilac print, featuring wildflower florets, buzzing bees and sweet songbirds, bring the peace of nature indoors in an irrepressibly cheerful manner. Imported cotton.

lilac placemats & napkins in ecru

Sets of four.
MPILY placemat $48
NPIL24Y napkin $49
NPRESS18Y essential napkin in lilac $22

now in paper!

introducing paper placemats

in classic florals victorian rose

Paper placemats are ideal for bringing the beauty of designer prints into your home with easy clean-up. Each packet contains two original prints and a total of 24 tear off placemats.

PPCV24Y 12x17" $54

lilac collar apron

Our shirt collar aprons perfectly channel vintage 1940’s feminine styling in a way that we just can’t get enough of! Imported cotton.

APCLILY $39

friendship tea towel & little dish cloths in ecru

Sets of two.
TDFRDY tea towels $10
TD2FRDY little dish $10

happy picnic gingham placemat and napkins in red

Sets of two.
MPPHAPY placemat $22
NPPHAPY napkin $26
NPRESSKY essential napkin in red $32

marseille in red TPMASY 36x36" $24
54x54" $46 60x90" $69

happy picnic gingham placemat

in ecru

Sets of two.
TTLILY 12x17" $18
TDLILY little dish $10

join the conversation: facebook.com/aprqecornell

need advice? just call us at 888-332-7745

Copyright © 2017 April Cornell, LLC.
sunrise caftan An exciting new item for us! The Sunrise Caftan is that perfect piece for lounging around the house, after coming home from the beach, or maybe for sitting on the porch or working in the garden. Made in our softest 100% cotton and trimmed with one of our amazing floral prints on the cuff, the button placket and the hem. Imported cotton. CFAA064y XS-XXL $98 W1-W2 $108

turquoise leaf earrings An eye-catching treat! Turquoise bead with smoky fresh water pearl dangles surround a brass almond-shaped hoop with leaf motif. Gold-filled ear wire. Drop length 1.75x1*. by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz. A21E $74 shown smaller than actual size

woven brights earrings These double dangles will brighten any wardrobe. They feature contrasting textures on two linked disks—turquoise glass pearls on the upper disk with a multi-colored woven straw set in turquoise glass on the bottom. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length approx. 2.25 *. Resolution by Randall Johnson ST-76E $59 shown smaller than actual size

roses on stripe quilted placemat & napkins in aqua Sets of four. MPQRSOY placemat $48 NPERS facial napkin $15 NPESBY essential napkin in poth $22

veranda tea towel & little dish cloths in ecru Sets of two. TVERY tea towels $10 TDVERY little dish $10

roses on stripe tea towels & little dish cloths in aqua Sets of two. TTRSY tea towels $10 TDROSY little dish $10

veranda quilted placemats & napkins in ecru Sets of four. MPQVERY placemat $48 NPVER facial napkin $15 NPESBY essential napkin in poth $22

peony jacquard in green TPWPEDY 54x54" $56 60x90" $89 60x108" $99

hand-knotted fringe

roses on stripe tablecloth in aqua TPORSY 36x36" $24 54x54" $46 60x90" $69

veranda tablecloth in ecru TPVERY 36x36" $24 54x54" $46 60x90" $89 88 round $89

ingoal colors to celebrate spring

a floral festival of prints for the season, to rejuvenate the spirit and brighten your home

uplifting patterns, striking colors

The vibrant palettes of our Roses on Stripe and Veranda patterns celebrate spring and anticipate summer. Perfect for sipping a cup of tea on the veranda or enjoying a family meal, the Veranda pattern artfully intertwines purple, rose, and yellow flowers with green and blue leaf motifs against a white background. Hand-drawn roses above a blue-green, hand-drawn striped background distinguish the Roses on Stripe pattern. These pieces are for connoisseurs of color who love the vibrant aesthetic embedded in our products and cherish the effect they kindle in the home. Imported cotton.

roses on stripe SHROS72Y veranda in ecru SHVER72Y all shower curtains $69 more shower curtains available online

joyful colors to celebrate spring

a floral festival of prints for the season, to rejuvenate the spirit and brighten your home

uplifting patterns, striking colors

The vibrant palettes of our Roses on Stripe and Veranda patterns celebrate spring and anticipate summer. Perfect for sipping a cup of tea on the veranda or enjoying a family meal, the Veranda pattern artfully intertwines purple, rose, and yellow flowers with green and blue leaf motifs against a white background. Hand-drawn roses above a blue-green, hand-drawn striped background distinguish the Roses on Stripe pattern. These pieces are for connoisseurs of color who love the vibrant aesthetic embedded in our products and cherish the effect they kindle in the home. Imported cotton.

roses on stripe SHROS72Y veranda in ecru SHVER72Y all shower curtains $69 more shower curtains available online
Free Shipping over $150 • Use Code: PEONY15 • Offered expires 4/30/2015*

Sophia Girls Dress & Matching Bag
Sugar and spice and everything nice, that’s what little girls are made of. And a gorgeous April Cornell dress should be part of the mix too! The Sophia Dress is a lovely one, with its pretty pink flowers finding root on a cotton crepe ground and beautiful lace accents forming the flounced hem and applied collar. DR5370Y B $54 K $64 G $74
BGK5371Y Matching Bag $19

Come visit us at one of our US or Canadian retail stores!

April Cornell Flagship
131 Battery Street
Burlington, VT 05401
802-863-0060

La Cache Flagship Store
1313 Greene Avenue
Westmount, QC H3Z 2A5 Canada
514-935-4361

La Cache Outlet
425 Rue Main
Hudson, QC JOP 1H0
450-202-0917

La Cache Comox Valley
444 Fifth Street
Courtenay, BC V9N 1J6
250-871-0229

*Least cost shipping, excludes AK & HI. $150 min. based on merchandise total. May not be combined with other offers or applied to previous orders.

A floral bouquet of tablecloths

Harriet’s Hydrangea in Smoke TPHYDY available in all sizes
Victorian Rose in Lavender TPVICY available in all sizes
Dauphine TPDAY available in all sizes except round
Victorian Rose in Sage TPVICY available in all sizes
Harriet’s Hydrangea in Yellow TPHYDY available in all sizes
Friendship in Ecru TPFROIY available in all sizes
Zinnia Garden in Lime TPZINY available in all sizes except Cafe

Cafe 36x36" $24 Breakfast 54x54" $46 Dining 60x90" $69
Harvest 60x108" $89 Round 88" $89